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ABSTRACT

The background of the article is historical and cultural neuropsychology, which proposes analysis of learning activity from the level of its functional brain organization. Qualitative assessment of difficulties and functional analysis of syndromes permits to determine brain cortical and subcortical factors or mechanisms, which participate in fulfillment of different actions and operations of learning activity at school age. The objective of the present article is to contribute to consideration of ways and methods of neuropsychological assessment in cases of adolescents with learning disabilities and to share the opinion about the advantages of neuropsychological approach for the understanding of neuropsychological nature of learning disabilities in adolescents. Two cases of female adolescents with learning disability were included in the study. The scheme for neuropsychological assessment created for Spanish speaking patients was applied. Such kind of assessment permits to detect unique brain mechanism or factor responsible for pupil's difficulties.
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The results have pointed out systemic difficulties in factors of motor sequential organization and regulation and control. Identification of concrete functional mechanism responsible for difficulties helps to obtain precise neuropsychological diagnostic of learning disabilities. The functional deficit of motor sequential organization and regulation and control and voluntary activity might be identified as possible reasons of learning disabilities and problems for realisation of intellectual actions in secondary school. We conclude that the methodology of qualitative analysis of neuropsychological syndrome proposed by Luria might serve as an example of usage of systemic approach for cases of learning disabilities in children and adolescents.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The topic of learning disabilities has been studied from different points of view by different disciplines since the year of introduction of this term in 1963 [1]. Child neuropsychology includes, as one of important objects of study, learning disabilities [2,3,4]. Different methods have been created and applied for assessment, diagnosis and correction of cases of learning disabilities in pupils of primary school [5,6,7,8]. Akhutina and Pilayeva [9] have proposed the new term as “school neuropsychology” as the field of application of neuropsychological methods.

Learning disabilities might be detected not only during the period of studies at primary school, but also at secondary school. Our own experience shows that such difficulties are very common and might be due to different neurological, genetic, social and maturation causes [10,11,12,13,14].

The common neuropsychological approaches, such as cognitive approach, physiopathological approach and cultural and historical approach, don’t count with numerous publications of cases of adolescents with learning disabilities [15,16,17]. Few studies report concrete cases of adolescents with learning disabilities including strategies and results of assessment or correction [18,19,20].

Historical and cultural neuropsychology proposes an analysis of learning activity from the level of brain functional organization [21]. Qualitative assessment of difficulties and functional analysis of syndrome permits to determine brain cortical and subcortical factors or mechanisms, which participate in fulfillment of different actions and operations of learning activity at school age in primary and secondary school [22]. The concept of brain factor, as specific contribution fulfilled by brain zone or union of zones for the common work of the whole functional system, was proposed by Luria and his scientific school [23,24]. It is also possible to understand factor as neuropsychological cause of patient’s difficulties.

In our opinion, the term “factor” is useful to precise neuropsychological level of analysis of functional brain participation in cognitive or intellectual actions during learning process. The level of factors might be included as the level of elements of functional systems for different actions of learning. The inclusion of specific level of analysis permits to avoid confusions and conceptual difficulties in the usage of term “brain zone” and “cognitive function”. The factor isn’t a brain zone nor a cognitive function. Neuropsychological factor is just one or another elements within functional systems of cognitive actions. The optimized level of functional systems depends of cultural activity correspondent to each psychological age. Fulfillment of specific task requires always participation of diverse factors and their distribution changes dynamically during ontogenetic development and according to automatization [23].

As for school age, the topic of our article, the level of functional systems corresponds to cognitive actions of writing, reading or problems solving as significant actions of school learning. The age of adolescence (learning at secondary school) would be the age, during which these actions achieve level of notable automatization as a result of previous years of studying at primary school. The absence of automatization or presence of low level of acquisition of these actions might be related to the presence of some learning disability. Higher level of realization with proper automatization might be expected in secondary school in comparison with primary school. This situation makes it necessary to look
for more complex cognitive tasks for adolescents during neuropsychological assessment and pedagogical assessment of learning activity.

In our own publications, we preferred to use the word “brain mechanism” as synonymous to Luria’s conception of “factor” or “cause” of difficulties [20,25,26,27]. The term “factor” is more precise in comparison with the term “reason”. The concrete sense of the word “mechanisms” or “factor” also requires referential clarity in order to stress the possibility of functional description on symptoms and their relation of cortical and diverse subcortical levels [26,28]. We propose to use the term “brain functional mechanisms” in order to clarify the content of Luria’s term “factor”. Another reason is that Luria himself, in his works, proposed the relation of neuropsychological analysis with consideration of the level of psychophysiological level of actions [29]. This term was also used by Leontiev [30] and corresponds to one of possible levels of analysis of activity: the level of psychophysiological mechanisms during analysis of cognitive or motor actions.

One of the main tasks of neuropsychological assessment would be finding of precise brain cortical or subcortical mechanism (factor) as responsible for low level of automatization or functioning of the whole system at secondary school. Neuropsychologist should provide a detailed assessment of such factors or mechanisms in order to determine neuropsychological cause of learning disabilities.

1.1 Objectives

The objective of the present article is to contribute to consideration of ways and methods of neuropsychological assessment in cases of adolescents with learning disabilities and to share the opinion about the advantages of neuropsychological approach for the understanding of neuropsychological nature of learning disabilities in adolescents.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our study was accomplished with two female cases of adolescents with learning disabilities. The girls were the pupils of private secondary school of the city of Puebla (Mexico) with similar features of social and economic level. Both girls received low school marks and were referred to neuropsychological service. The parents of the girls asked for neuropsychological assessment in order to understand the reasons for the difficulties.

The Institute of Neuropsychology and Psychopedagogy of Puebla (Mexico) accomplished neuropsychological assessment according to previous agreement of the parents. Clinic interviews and elaboration of history of the development of each patient were applied according to the norms established by the institution.

2.1 Patients

Case 1: Right handed girl of 13 years old, pupil of the first grade of private secondary school. The girl presented severe difficulties with school matters of Spanish, mathematics, physics and geography. The girl was very slow in her work with school tasks at home and presented distractibility during work. She never communicated interests or necessity in spontaneous manner even to family members or close friends. The parents expressed lack of motivation in general, even for games or entertainment. There was no any kind of pathology or illness reported during the process of early development.

The girl only answered oral questions during assessment and never started communication on her initiative. The answers were laconic with low tone of voice.

Case 2: Right handed girl of 13 years old, the pupil of the second grade of private secondary school with notable difficulties in reading. The girl presented impulsivity and destruction, a low level of tolerance for following rules, norms and instructions and aggressive behavior on occasions. The teachers stressed “bad behavior” at school and characterized the girl as too “infantile” for her age. At the same time, they mentioned that she was a “sympathetic girl” with easy communication with people. The parents didn’t report any disturbances or pathology during ontogenetic development. Table 1 presents the general description of two cases.

2.2 Materials

Neuropsychological assessment of both patients was accomplished with the help of the Scheme of neuropsychological Brief assessment for Adults [31], created for Spanish speaking patients and might be used starting form 12 year old. The Scheme was applied individually during
Table 1. General description of cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motive of neuropsychological consulting</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Grade of secondary school</th>
<th>Learning difficulties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: Distraction, slowness, difficulties in communication, absence of learning motivation, introverted.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>English, Spanish, Mathematics, Geography, Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Distraction, impulsivity absence of tolerance for rules, bad behavior”, absence of school motivation.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>English, Spanish, Mathematics, Geography, History, Reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 session of 60 minutes. The Scheme includes tasks, which permit to assess the functional stage of specific brain mechanisms as components of functional systems of learning actions:

1) Kinesthetic integration in tactile tasks and tasks for articulation.
2) Motor sequential organization of movements in tasks for motor coordination and graphic tasks.
3) Phonemic integration in oral tasks at level of phonemes syllables and words according to opposite sounds of Spanish language.
4) Involuntary and voluntary audio-verbal retention in conditions of homogeneous and heterogeneous interferention.
5) Involuntary and voluntary visual spatial retention in conditions of homogeneous and heterogeneous interferention fulfilled by both hands.
6) Spatial simultaneous analysis and synthesis in corporal tasks, understanding of instructions and sentences with specific grammar constructions, drawing and coping tasks.

Additionally, the protocol for assessment of intellectual activity was applied [33,34]. The protocol includes tasks for understanding of narrative, artistic and descriptive texts and artistic pictures. The work with texts implies elaboration of plans, selection of a proper title from the series of proposed titles, expression of the short abstract and extraction of the main idea of the texts. The work with pictures implied the identification of emotional expression of the characters and situations represented by artistic means. The tasks for an understanding of proverbs with complex grammar structures and usage of metaphoric expressions were also included.

2.3 Procedure

The whole neuropsychological assessment was accomplished in four individual sessions with each girl with approximate duration of 50 minutes for each session.

3. RESULTS

The article presents results obtained during neuropsychological assessment by using the tasks, in which each adolescent committed mistakes and showed pronounced difficulties. Functional analysis of syndrome was fulfilled in both cases after procedure of neuropsychological assessment.

Case 1: Specific difficulties were found out during realization of the tasks of assessment. The Fig. 1 shows examples of the model of the tasks of coping and continuation of the graphic sequence, while the Fig. 2 shows fulfillment of the task by the girl.
Important difficulties were observed also in writing process. The girl wasn't able to use capital letters at the beginning of the sentences or paragraphs. It's possible to observe severe alternation of space organization in texts and sentences, but not in isolated words. The Fig. 5 shows spontaneous writing in the tasks of narration of activities of the previous day. It's possible to note absence of capital letters, signs of punctuation, proper separation of words in sentences. Motor mistakes were present at the end of the lines together with confusions of motor schemes (models) of the words, among the most typical mistakes. The sentences show severe mistakes of syntactic organization and the whole structure of written expression. There is no coherent beginning of the text; the verbs don't correspond to the nouns; the sentences have no logical conclusion.

The examples show the presence of severe difficulties in syntactic organization of the whole text and it's difficult to read and to understand it.

The girl showed severe difficulties in the tasks of reading and solution of problems. The reading was syllabic with absence of correct intonation. Multiple mistakes of anticipation of words were observed. Anticipations were related to confusion with similar visual structure of combinations of letters in words (for example, “hablaba” instead of “había”). There were also mistakes of substitutions of one letter by another in Spanish words (“pero” instead of “para”). Another error was omission of letters in words (“ergido” instead of “erecido”). The girl was never able to notice her mistakes, so that proper understanding of meaning of texts and sentences wasn’t accessible for her. External help provided by neuropsychologist, that consisted in showing mistakes and asking questions in relation to them. Such help was useful to improve the understanding of the meaning of isolated sentences, but not of the whole idea of texts.

Fig. 1. Model of graphic sequence

Fig. 2. Example of execution by the patient girl

Fig. 3. “An animal”

Fig. 4. “A cat” and “A mouse”

These examples show impossibility of elaboration of concrete images and the presence of stereotyped drawings. The cat and the mouse are absolutely same and it’s not possible to recognize where is the cat and where is the mouse. In other words, the drawing of a mouse repeats the drawing of a cat. It’s also possible to note that concrete details in three animals are similar.

Important difficulties were observed also in writing process. The girl wasn’t able to use
Specific difficulties with syntactic production of emotional expressions in artistic pictures. The identification of central ideas of texts and writing and problems solution, including kinds of intellectual actions such as reading, such functional weakness affected negatively all programming and control of voluntary activity. In the second case, the mechanisms of motor sequential organization pointed out predominant functional weakness of actions and movements. In the second case, the mechanisms of motor sequential organization pointed out predominant functional weakness of actions and movements.

Regarding the first case, conclusion of functional neuropsychological analysis of syndrome has pointed out predominant functional weakness of the mechanisms of motor sequential organization of actions and movements. In the second case, the reason for difficulties was the mechanism of programming and control of voluntary activity. Such functional weakness affected negatively all kinds of intellectual actions such as reading, writing and problems solution, including identification of central ideas of texts and emotional expressions in artistic pictures. Specific difficulties with syntactic production of written speech were severe and persistent in this case.

Case 2: The second case has presented similar difficulties during assessment. The majority of difficulties were related to the process of planning of complex intellectual actions. The adolescent wasn’t aware of her own mistakes committed during assessment. Examples of the difficulties are described below.

The Fig. 6 shows the result of coping and continuation of the graphic sequence by the second patient. It’s possible to notice perseverations with rigid execution.

The presence of perseverations was also obvious in the task of drawing of animals. The Figs. 7 and 8 show the execution of the patient, where we might notice repetitions of the same drawing in two occasions. The “worm”, drawn for the task “draw an animal”, has five legs. The drawing of “a cat” was repeated three times. It’s possible to notice the shape of a “worm” (first drawing) in the execution of the cat. The girl refused to draw a mouse. At the end of the task, the girl has written the word “mouse” inside of one of her picture of “a cat”.

Transcription in Spanish of the text produced by the girl:

“ayer me levanté fui a la escuela hice la tarea vi la tele
Fui a mis clases de inglés me bañe comí jugué me peine después me fui a clases de matemáticas Fui desde las siete a las ocho y media me puse mi pijama me lave la cara los dientes me puse mi loción me desenredé el cabello me quite los lentes y me dormi”.

Approximate transcription into English of the text produced by the girl with committed mistakes:

“yesterday i got up went to school i did the homework i watched the tv i went to my english class i took a bath eat played i made hair later went to classes of math’s Went from seven to eight and a half i put my pajama I washed my face my teeth i put lotion i made my hair i took of my glasses and i slept”.

Fig. 5. Spontaneous writing by the girl with transcription in Spanish and translation into English
Sever difficulties with inhibition of the first drawing ("worm") might be noticed in three intentions of drawing of a cat. The girl repeats the body of a worm as stereotype in the text drawings.

Expressed difficulties were observed also in the tasks of reading and understanding of narrations and verbal parts in mathematic problems. Total impossibility to pass from one step of the tasks to another was the main feature of the girl’s difficulties.

The task of the copy of sentences shows impulsivity, absence of proper space organization. The patient wasn’t aware of her difficulties and never corrects her own mistakes. The Fig. 9 shows the task of the copy of sentences.

All sentences were produced without sings of punctuation. It’s difficult to distinguish between capital and common letters and some alterations of spaces are present.

Assessment of reading detected lack of proper intonation and mistakes of anticipation related to the confusion of initial letter of the words ("carmelo" instead of "gemelo"). Omission of articles, prepositions and conjunctions was one of the common mistakes of the second patient. The girl has never noticed the title of the texts, which was omitted by her. All mentioned mistakes make it impossible to access to the meaning of sentences and texts, especially of artistic and descriptive texts. The girl wasn’t able to extract general ideas of the texts. External help by adult, which consisted of directed questions, provided an understanding of some sentences, but not of the main ideas of the texts.

As conclusion of functional analysis of neuropsychological syndrome, we have pointed out predominant functional weakness with the mechanism of programing and control of voluntary activity in the second patient. Such functional weakness affects negatively all kinds of intellectual actions as reading, writing and problems solution, including identification of Central ideas of texts and emotional expressions in artistic pictures.
4. DISCUSSION

The study of the problems in learning process at primary and secondary is one of an important topic for different specialists, such as pedagogics, pharmacologists, psychologists, psychiatrists and also neuropsychologists. It’s possible to suppose that all these specialists propose different ways for an understanding of difficulties.

One of the main difficulties on the path of conceptualization of problems in school learning is the absence of the common basis for classification of difficulties [35]. DSM-V [36], for instance, proposes classification by isolated processes or functions. No relation to levels of brain functional or anatomic organization is mentioned in this classification of problems. Nevertheless, the patients of the present article presented complex difficulties in a plenty of school actions such as reading, writing or mathematics and not only as one kind of school action. Traditional diagnosis of dyslexia or dysgraphia wouldn’t explain the reason of their difficulties in the learning process. It’s possible to suppose that disabilities in different types of school actions are symptoms as external manifestations and not syndromes of learning disabilities [34,27]. It’s obvious that treatments according to isolated symptoms wouldn’t be useful for overcoming of pupil’s difficulties [37].

Methodology of qualitative analysis of neuropsychological syndrome proposed by Luria [29,38] might serve as an example of usage of systemic approach for cases of learning disabilities in children and adolescents [25,22].

Such kind of neuropsychological qualitative analysis pretends to identify central mechanism (factor) between different possibilities of brain factors by comparison of manifestation of diverse symptoms during realization of different tasks. The tasks at different levels should be contrasted: motor tasks, oral tasks, written production, drawing, understanding and so on. This kind of detailed neuropsychological evaluation permits to establish the cause (central factor) of patient’s difficulties with learning.
disabilities. On the contrary, quantification as conclusion of application of psychometric tests doesn’t provide such a possibility. Same situation might be observed during application of traditional diagnosis by DSM-V [36].

The cases of adolescents with learning disability presented in the article manifest the presence of common brain mechanisms, related to functional stage of anterior cortical and subcortical brain structures. This common mechanism is the mechanism of programming and control of voluntary activity. Such functional weakness conducted to impossibility for automatization and positive acquisition of intellectual actions even in pupils of private secondary school. It’s interesting to note that the fact of studying in private schools permits us to reject the possibility of pedagogical neglecting as the only reason of the difficulties and to stress the clinic brain functional nature of learning disabilities in the studied cases.

There also some differences between the cases. The first case included functional weakness of motor organization of actions, which was reflected in severe difficulties in written language. Such mechanism wasn’t observed with same clarity in the second case, in which severe deficit of regulation and control was predominant factor.

Functional weakness of theses mechanisms affects not only one kind of school action, but reflects in a systemic manner in all school actions, related to functional participation of these mechanisms.

Figs. 10 and 11 represent systemic effect of detected functional mechanisms in both cases.

We may suppose that neuropsychological syndromes observed in these cases might be related to immaturity or functional deficit of the mentioned brain mechanisms: programming and control and motor sequential organization. Absence of severity and lack of sufficient data in clinic history (absence of expressed pathologies) makes us suppose the level of neurophysiological immaturity and not brain damage or organic disease in these cases. It’s possible to express it as deficit of functional specialization of these brain mechanisms and optimized level of functional of the others.

At the same time, alternative term “attention deficit disorder” [36] introduces nothing special for an understanding of difficulties of adolescents with learning disabilities. The non-specific term “attention” seems to be a kind of umbrella, which includes nearly all kinds of common learning disabilities.

---

**Fig. 10. Illustration of systemic effect of detected functional mechanisms in the case 1**
We might confirm that both pupils described in the article might be compared to adult patients with damage in frontal lobes as the patients with difficulties to organize own behaviour with symptoms of impulsivity and perseveration [39,40,29,23,41]. The literature normally establishes direct relation between these symptoms and attention deficit or deficit of executive functions [42,43,44]. The problem is that children and adolescents with learning disabilities have no evidence of brain injury or organic defects in their clinic history. Functional immaturity is related more to subcortical level of brain structures or to dynamic relation between cortical and subcortical structures rather then the level of cortex areas properly. Obviously, the diagnosis of the state of subcortical immaturity is much more positive in comparison with information of organic deficit of frontal cortex lobes. The authors believe that this might be one of important considerations to be taken into account during work with adolescents with learning disabilities, their teachers and families. We would like to stress that medication isn’t useful in cases of subcortical immaturity, while frequently it’s the only recommendation received by the parents of children with learning disabilities.

According to the data obtained in the study and other cases assessed by the authors, our concrete proposal would be to determine learning disabilities not by anatomic level by naming responsible brain zones, difficult to prove during neuropsychological assessment or by naming of only one isolated process as attention or dyslexia. In our opinion, the finding of functional level of neuropsychological mechanisms responsible in each concrete case might be a possible solution and explanation of difficulties in school learning. Our two cases serve as an example of such a finding. The difficulties were related to the insufficient functional stage of mechanisms of sequential motor organization of movements and programming and control (or both of them as in the first case). Such functional deficit of the mechanisms might be related to lack of neurophysiological maturation of cortical-subcortical regulation, which might be verified by the usage of other methods, such as, for example, the method of electroencephalography [45]. We would agree with the position that the difficulties of the both girls are frontal, but we wouldn’t agree that these are always cortical orbital problems, as it might be often found in literature [41,42,43,44].
In the first case, presented in the article, severe difficulties were found in the task of copy and continuation of the graphic sequence. The tendency for fragmental representation was observed. Such difficulty might be related to the problems for derivation of the components of motor series conducted to simplification of the model. Luria [29] has mentioned that voluntary movements consist of chains of motor successive acts, which conform dynamic stereotypes during temporal execution of series of movements. Disintegration of the structure of complex motor series conducts to symptoms of lack of motor fluency and tendency to motor perseverations. Such functional deficit might affect negatively realization of all tasks at school, such as writing, problem solving and reading. The reading process in our patients presented syllabic level, absence of correct intonation and errors of anticipation. All these mistakes conducted to lose of sense of the texts.

The complex process of understanding involves mental comparison of the parts of texts, separation of semantic lines and active process of heuristic searching of the sense [38]. It is obvious that such complex process mightn’t be positively achieved in both cases assessed in the study.

Difficulties in writing process, related to functional deficit in motor sequential organization, were mentioned by Akhutina [46]. The difficulties are related to impossibility to pass from one letter to another and inertial repetition of same motor element in the sequence, which might be element of letter, a letter, syllable or word. In our case, it was possible to find such mistakes in the writing of both adolescents. For example, we can find mistakes in the word “desenrede”, lack of precision in the letter “m” and the whole word “peine” (Fig. 5).

Functional deficit of regulation and control of voluntary activity is another direct reason or factor of problems in school learning in both cases. Impulsive executions and deficit of critical verification were typical in both cases. Perseverations and production of stereotypes might be found in the tasks of drawing (Figs. 7 and 8). The pupils weren’t able to notice mistakes neither to improve the execution in typical school tasks neither in the tasks of drawing.

Akhutina [46] mentions dysorthography as typical sign of mistakes related to deficit of regulation and control of activity. Common mistakes in these cases are the absence of respect of rules of orthography in writing, substitution of capital letters by common letter and absence of sings of punctuation. Such mistakes might be explained by poor automatization in primary school, but not in secondary school. Another common mistake is omission of letters and syllables and anticipation of letters in writing. The Fig. 9 characterizes precisely these types of mistakes in the case 2.

We may conclude that, in the majority of tasks, both pupil committed constant mistakes related to functional deficit of the third functional unit according to Luria’s conception of brain functional organization. Those mistakes are simplifications, stereotypes, perseverations, impulsivity and problems with automatization of rules and processes. According to our analysis, it is possible to observe that the case 1 is related more to functional difficulties with motor sequential organization, while the case 2 is related more to the deficit of regulation and control of activity.

These functional conclusions according to neuropsychological assessment might serve as the basis for differential diagnosis of difficulties in learning process in adolescents and for elaboration of programs of correction and pedagogical help. The strategies of corrections have to take into account mechanisms of motor sequential organization, which should be included in different kinds of external actions. The mechanisms of regulation and control might be improved by gradual joint execution of different intellectual tasks and games on materialized level. No kind of medication would be useful in presented cases [17].

One of limitation of our study, which we might we mention, is the absence of the usage of electrophysiological register and analysis of data, which might precise the level of brain compromise in both cases [26,28]. The goal of our future studies would be inclusion of such kind of analysis in cases of adolescents, as it was achieved with younger children [26,28]. Creation and application of programs for neuropsychological correction of adolescents with learning disabilities is also one of our future goals as it was already done in other psychological ages [20,47].

5. CONCLUSION

1) Qualitative neuropsychological assessment permits to discover systemic
effects of functional deficits of diverse brain mechanisms for the process of learning in adolescents.

2) Identification of concrete functional mechanism responsible for difficulties helps to obtain precise neuropsychological diagnostic of learning disabilities.

3) Functional deficit of motor sequential organization and regulation and control and voluntary activity might be identified as possible reasons of learning disabilities and problems for realization of intellectual actions in secondary school.
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